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Abstract—This paper describes a laboratory equipped for the
teaching of advanced courses in computer engineering, computer
science, information systems, and software engineering. Other
related work areas include computer vision, real-time systems,
programming languages, and computer architectures. The lab-
oratory has been built around a digital model railroad platform
controlled by a client–server system using an object-oriented
language. The characteristics of this laboratory are suitable for
implementing Web activities for educational purposes. The paper
also includes an overview of the system in which most of these
topics have been considered and a summary of the relationship
with the most relevant international curricula in computing.
Index Terms—Computer science, curriculum issues, Internet,
laboratory, object-oriented programming.
I. INTRODUCTION
A TRANSFORMATION is taking place in society, poweredby increasing use of the Internet and the World Wide Web
in all aspects of information systems. Web-based systems and
applications now offer a huge array of content and functionality
to end users of all kinds, and this trend will continue. New en-
gineering disciplines are dealing with the process of developing
Web-based systems [1]. This type of system is especially suited
to learning in computer engineering. However, advanced as-
pects, such as distribution, concurrency, timing constraints, etc.,
also need to be considered. The Web can be particularly useful
for educational purposes in the control of physical real-time sys-
tems, where the above ideas can be put into practice. Although
the delays inherent in the Web make real-time responses almost
impossible to accomplish, the use of an intranet in the laboratory
produces good results. That accomplishment is the purpose of
the system described here for monitoring and controlling a dig-
ital railroad over the Web, using Java programming language.
The basic purpose of the system is to control several concur-
rent digital locomotives, using a Java client running in a Web
browser. This environment allows the user to control each loco-
motive and the turnouts on the layout. The laboratory has been
designed to support several kinds of advanced courses by con-
trolling real-time systems over the Web within a distributed ar-
chitecture.
This laboratory is an ideal environment in which several pro-
gramming facets can be integrated. Although many undergrad-
uate courses in computer engineering acquaint students with
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the fundamental topics in real-time computing, many do not
provide adequate laboratory platforms to exercise the software
skills necessary to build physical real-time systems. This paper
presents the types of practice that can be implemented using the
proposed laboratory. Section II summarizes a number of studies
in the field of multipurpose laboratories and Web-based com-
puting. Section III gives a complete description of the railroad
platform. Section IV details some platform aspects related to
this paper. Section V presents an architecture, a basic set of re-
quirements that can be attached to it, and a summary of activi-
ties to be carried out. Section VI reviews the subjects that can be
taught at the laboratory, based on curricular recommendations
of the ACM [2] and the IEEE-CS [3]. The conclusions summa-
rize the benefits of this paper and outline future plans.
II. RELATED STUDIES
Telecomputing is an important educational field, as demon-
strated in [4], where a teleteaching environment is given: a tool
provides a remote laboratory in which theoretical aspects can be
put into practice by means of several Java applications. Another
highly innovative educational trend is the implementation of
multipurpose laboratories. Reference [5] explains how students
can carry on telecommunications, computing, and software
engineering activities all on the same computing platform. This
paper integrates both ideas: the teleoperation of the system plus
the integration of several engineering activities:mechatronics,
in a general sense. This term refers to the combining of soft-
ware, mechanisms, and electronic circuits. Mechatronics is a
new engineering discipline with some peculiar nonfunctional
properties (product complexity, safety, high usability, etc.).
Other related research in this field includes [6], which describes
a client–server system to control robots over the World Wide
Web. Reference [7] describes some virtual reality tools for
Internet robotics to perform robot teleoperation via the Internet.
An analogous project can be found in [8], which introduces a
laboratory platform on which students can construct software
(using the Ada language) to control true physical systems. An-
other relevant project is one carried out at the State University
of New York (SUNY), Plattsburgh [9], where it was realized
that the computer-controlled model railroad provided a strong
incentive for the students to learn concurrent programming
concepts in a short time.
III. RAILROAD SYSTEM
The proposed railroad system has been developed around a
ommercial digital control system by Märklin.1 In our railroad
1http://www.marklin.com.
Fig. 1. The laboratory.
layout there are five digital locomotives, sixteen digital turnout
switches (where two or more tracks are joined), six semaphores,
and twenty-one reed contact sensors to manage and control. The
reed contacts are placed before and after turnouts around the
track in order to monitor the passing of locomotives. The total
length of the track plus the turnouts results in a complex circuit
in which several levels of difficulty (and risks) can be simulated.
Because of the digital characteristics of the Märklin locomotives
and tracks, all the information needed to control the railroad is
run through the tracks. Several Märklin modules are used to con-
nect (using an RS232 serial interface) the track to the computer
(the server). Several video cameras are connected to the system.
One of them shows users a video stream of the actual physical
train system and provides the opportunity to carry out visual
supervision of the locomotives. The other cameras are placed
inside the locomotives for computer vision tasks (such as stop-
ping before a semaphore, emergency stop before an obstacle,
adjustment of train speed to the traffic conditions, etc.).
The Web clients, developed in Java, allow users to stop, re-
verse, and change the speed of each locomotive by means of its
unique address. Also, users are able to switch any of the six-
teen connected turnouts on the layout. Each of these elements
responds to computer commands sent to their addresses. With
this platform, users can manually control all the trains from any
remote Java client. The server receives commands from clients
and has to decide on the feasibility of each petition in order to
avoid a system crash. When one train comes too close to another
train, the server decides what to do in this situation. Although
the reed contact sensors do not give addressable track detection
information, it is possible to monitor the trains with little pro-
cessing. Fig. 1 shows a panoramic view of the laboratory.
IV. L ABORATORY EQUIPMENT
The laboratory (see Fig. 1) consists of the above digital model
railroad, the server (a Sun UltraSparc 10 workstation), and
twelve computers connected to the Web (eight Intel Pentium
computers and four Unix workstations). One of the cameras is
used to view the surroundings and is connected to the server.
The others are mounted on the locomotives with the purpose of
obtaining image sequences of the railroad track. A commercial
Fig. 2. Laboratory layout.
Fig. 3. Micro wireless camera mounted on a train.
micro-wireless camera was used with four eligible transmitting
channels (2413–2470 GHz.). The size of the camera is 1.2
0.7 0.6 inches. As mentioned above, the serial connection
is between the MDCS (Märklin Digital Control System) and
the server. The server contains all tasks required to manage
the railroad. Clients are connected to the server by means of
the World Wide Web. Two of the workstations interact with
the server in a distributed computing framework also using the
Web. Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the platform and Fig. 3 shows a
detail of a locomotive where a micro-wireless camera has been
mounted. The 6021 Control Unit is the core of the Märklin
Digital system. This module receives the commands from the
Interface Module and converts them to electric signals that
are transmitted through the rails using only two wires. All
the turnouts, semaphores, and locomotives carry a device to
decode control commands. In this way, the number of wires
is minimized to two. Each reed contact consists of two wires
that indicate that some locomotive has traveled over it. Twenty
reed contacts are installed to monitor the traffic on the railroad.
The Märklin Track Detection Module (TDM) includes three
Märklin S88 decoders. Each one provides a reading of the
status of the eight reed contacts.
V. A WEB-BASED LABORATORY
Following are some details of the design and implementation
of the laboratory to give a clear idea of its possibilities:
• Distributed computing was used because every worksta-
tion simulates a real railway station with booking and
querying operations. In this connection the Java RMI (Re-
mote Method Invocation) utilities were used to allow the
writing of efficient and fault-tolerant distributed applica-
tions with very little effort. Although only the server has
the knowledge to monitor and control the railroad, the
other workstations cooperate in the execution of the global
Web application.
• Client–Server connections are implemented using Java
Swing to provide a platform-independent graphical user
interface. Users can then query and modify the status
of the system (by querying information or by booking).
A Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface was
selected to manage the distribution of data. One of the
workstations acts as an alternative server in the event the
main server crashes.
• The server dedicates one concurrent task (composed of
other intraconcurrent tasks) to the control of each locomo-
tive. The computer vision workstation is used for binarized
image processing, line extraction, and locomotive speed
control. The image processing is performed through spe-
cific hardware for computer vision applications (Matrox
Genesis board), which provide many useful capabilities
for simultaneous online preprocessing of up to four video
channels. Using machine-vision techniques, such as hori-
zontal and vertical gradient, threshold and Hough Trans-
form [10], it is possible to detect the rail tracks from the
video image sequences and to determine their curvature.
The speed of each locomotive is adjusted to that curvature,
and the computer vision workstation sends commands to
the server via the World Wide Web.
With the basic infrastructure described above, a highly com-
prehensive set of programming practices were developed around
the Web environment. The authors have compiled a small set
of requirements for this system. Some of them are briefly de-
scribed below, simply to give an overall idea of the laboratory’s
possibilities. The system must meet at least the following set of
functional requirements:
• Information available to the customer at each railway sta-
tion (electronic blackboard with data of trains, etc.) or ac-
cessible via the World Wide Web;
• Booking and selling of tickets: at each train station or from
travel agencies;
• Information about each train: position, direction and
speed, overflow in tracks, starvation and deadlock of
trains, semaphore state, turnout status, etc.;
• Route and train control: manage train motion, failure
detection, deadlock detection, adaptive train control de-
pending on exceptions (net overflow, weather conditions,
etc.), trains in the same route, control of semaphores,
control of security, etc.
A set of quality constraints applies when implementing control
of the digital model railroad:
• Safety: train stop caused by passengers, driver, or system
signals, etc.;
• Security: of the information system, of the control com-
munications, reliability (failure detection and recovery),
overflow control (dynamic load distribution), etc.;
• Modification: modify the hardware for signaling and con-
trol (sensors and actuators), new tracks, routes, or commu-
nication protocols (radio, etc.), etc.;
• Portability: new hardware and software platforms, reuse
of current software;
• Interoperability: the new system must sometimes coexist
with legacy systems, booking services between different
communication nodes and operating systems, etc.;
• Performance: hard real-time constraints imposed by dead-
lines (alarms, signal interaction, emergency stopping,
etc.); soft real-time constraints imposed by throughput,
worst case (in information retrieval and booking services).
A. Web-Based Laboratory Activities
The aforementioned functional and quality requirements
were considered in defining a set of feasible practices to
be followed in this laboratory. Some information about the
architecture is included to provide an overview of the modeled
system. Three external systems deal with the relationship
between the railroad system and its environment: the Märklin
Interface module, a reduced set of industrial robots, and the
users who interact with the railroad via the Web. The total
system is broken down into differentiated subsystems which
address all the desired functionalities in a distributed configu-
ration. Following are the software engineering requirements:
• Web-based distributed computation with Java RMI. The
authors opted for distribution, although there is only one
server in this system, because the other workstations pro-
vide separate parts of the functionality (i.e., the booking
system apart from the control system, etc.). With this mid-
dleware technology, Java objects can be distributed so that
they communicate with one another on a client–server
basis.
• Web-based concurrent programming with Java threads.
Each locomotive is treated as a separate task that inter-
acts with the other system tasks. Particular objectives in
this respect are starvation and deadlock detection.
• Web-based remote database access using Java JDBC.
Each railway station has remote access to a centralized
database that contains booking and travel information.
• Real-time programming using Ada language to comply
with the hard and soft real-time constraints of the system.
Ada tasks must interact cooperatively with Java threads
running in the server machine.
• Friendly Web-based GUIs using Java Swing. The same
environment must be portable to different display devices.
UML standard notation [11], [12] was chosen for all activi-
ties, following the methodology proposed by Gomma [13] for
the design of concurrent, distributed, and real time systems.
Some ideas from [14] were also incorporated. The media
introduced here also serve as a framework for cross-disci-
plinary study ofmechatronicssystems by means of activities
related to this discipline [15]. These activities include machine,
electronic and software design, the integration of design tools
(Grasp, Autocad, 3-D Studio for robotics modeling, and VHDL
for hardware simulation and synthesis), simulation of Global
Positioning System (GPS) by means of a zenithal camera
using vision techniques, and so on. Four educational Fischer
Techniques Robots have been integrated in the railroad plat-
form (in particular, mobile, anthropomorphic, and pneumatic
robots). This option is now being carefully studied to be put
into practice.
VI. CURRICULUM RECOMMENDATIONS
Both the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
and the Computer Society of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE-CS) have addressed the changing
needs of professional and student curriculum recommendations
in several areas over the last three decades. In particular,
the ACM published the document “Guidelines for Associate
Degree Programs to Support Computing in a Networked
Environment” two years ago [2]. This document is intended
to help graduates perform competently in careers that support
computing in a networked environment. The report identifies
nineteen content areas that two-year colleges should include in
their curricula to prepare students for this type of position. Each
area has an outcome goal and a list of topics. After analyzing
the spectrum of activities to be carried out in the proposed
laboratory, the authors identified six content areas (with their
respective significant topics) of particular interest (see Table I).
At the end of 1998, the IEEE-CS and the ACM decided to
review and improve the existing curricula in computing tech-
nologies [3]. Four computing fields were considered (Computer
Science, Computer Engineering, Software Engineering, and In-
formation Systems). Although the work is still in progress, some
drafts have now been published. In particular, there is a final
draft for Computer Science undergraduates. The body of knowl-
edge covered by these curricula falls into fifteen areas. Table II
shows the areas and topics (units) relating most closely to the
purpose of this laboratory.
The laboratory has been used in courses such asConcur-
rent ProgrammingandReal-Time Programming. These courses
are placed in the last year of theIndustrial Electronics and
Control Engineergraduate curriculum, and they cover a good
percent of the previous curriculum recommendations. Students
have learned the use of the Java language for concurrent pro-
gramming and the Ada language for real-time programming.
The course Real-Time Programming had seven lectures which
concentrated on the following topics:
• Characteristics of real-time systems and introduction to
the Ada 95 language;
• Scheduling schemes (cyclic executive and priority-based
models);
• Reliability, fault tolerance and low-level programming.
The laboratory experiments consisted of the following:
• Programming in Ada 95 (information hiding, separate
compilation, exception handling, reuseability);
• Tasking in Ada 95 (concurrent execution, synchronization,
rendezvous);
TABLE I
CORRESPONDENCESWITH THE ACM CURRICULUM FOR COMPUTING IN A
NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT
TABLE II
CORRESPONDENCESWITH ACM/IEEE-CS COMPUTING CURRICULA
• Programming a priority-based system (rate monotonic pri-
ority assignment, deadline monotonic priority assignment,
immediate ceiling priority inheritance).
The course Concurrent Programming had five lectures with
the following topics:
• Introduction to concurrent programming: the mutual ex-
clusion problem;
• Tools for managing the concurrency (critical sections,
semaphores, monitors, synchronization aspects, etc.) and
concurrent programming languages.
The laboratory experiments consisted of the following:
• Basic implementations of concurrent programming con-
cepts using the Java language;
• Implementation in Java (using the Java Development Kit
1.4.) of a subset of the previous functional and quality
requirements. The graphical user interface was developed
using the Swing Java API. Distribution was implemented
using the Java RMI facility.
Students implemented some mini-applications related to de-
tection train collisions, and similar. They could put in practice
conceptual terms, such as shared resources, mutual exclusion,
task synchronization, and so on. The use of the railroad plat-
form increased the student motivation and made possible the
teamwork.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The platform described here requires students to utilize and
exercise their knowledge of concurrent programming, real-time
constraints, computer vision, GUI applications, client–server
programming, and so on. The control software accomplishes
the purpose of maintaining control of several digital locomo-
tives while at the same time allowing users around the world
to control the operations of the trains manually, using a Java
client running in a Web browser. Obviously, the benefits of the
laboratory do not end there. Mechatronics are applicable in any
context involving electronics and robotics. Moreover, the robot
and railroad platform can be teleoperated via the Internet from
anywhere in the world by way of web pages. At the same time,
remote users can view the current status of the real environment
through the visual monitoring system, based on a webcam that
shows the movements of each robot and locomotive and their
behavior depending on the command sent (received) from the
remote web page. This kind of laboratory has particular advan-
tages for education, in that it addresses a significant percentage
of the subjects contained in international computing curricula.
In this respect, such a cross-disciplinary approach is desirable;
however, it does demand more effort from students and teachers
in terms of preparation and application of practical classes.
The DSIE research group at the Technical University of
Cartagena has recently started up a number of activities ad-
dressing the objectives stated above. Some are theses or final
study projects; others are teaching tasks aimed at last graduate
courses or pre-doctoral courses for students of mechatronics
engineering. An important decision involves the type of users
for which the laboratory has been conceived. This physical
laboratory is not for beginner students because an advanced
level is mandatory and is not manageable with more than six
or eight students at the same time. In the authors’ opinion,
the combining of physical environments with entertainment
activities produces both increases in student motivation and
good learning results.
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